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ABSTRACT
Bug fixing is a laborious task. In bug-fixing, debugging needs much
manual effort. Various automatic analyses have been proposed to
address the challenges of debugging like locating bug-inducing
changes. One of the representative approaches to automatically
locate bug-inducing changes is cause bisection. It bisects a range of
code change history and locates the change introducing the bug.
Although cause bisection has been applied in industrial testing
systems for years, it still lacks a systematic understanding of it,
which limits the further improvements of the current approaches.

In this paper, we take the popular industrial cause bisection sys-
tem on Syzbot to perform an empirical study of real-world cause
bisection practice. First, we construct a dataset consisting of 1,070
publicly disclosed bugs by Syzbot. Then, we investigate the overall
performance of cause bisection. Only one-third of the bisection
results are correct. Moreover, we analyze the causes why cause
bisection fails. More than 80% of failures are caused by unstable
bug reproduction and unreliable bug triage. Furthermore, we dis-
cover that correct bisection results indeed facilitate bug-fixing,
specifically, recommending the bug-fixing developer, indicating the
bug-fixing location, and decreasing the bug-fixing time. Finally, to
improve the performance of real-world cause bisection practice, we
discuss possible improvements and future research directions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Operating systems security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, fuzz testing (fuzzing) [13, 26, 41, 44, 49, 52, 55, 57]
has become one of the most popular techniques of bug discovery,
especially in industry [6, 9, 10]. While fuzzing has significantly im-
proved the efficiency of bug discovery, it also generates thousands
of bugs for developers to analyze and fix [32, 45], which brings
heavy pressure on developers. To mitigate debugging efforts, a
technology called cause bisection[4, 5] have been used to assist bug
analysis. The cause bisection aims to automatically locate the code
changes that introduce the bugs to facilitate developers compre-
hending and fixing these bugs. In the industrial scenario, software
programs are managed with repositories, and the code changes are
organized as commits. Thus, industrial cause bisection is designed
to find the bug-inducing commits, which helps developers rapidly
pinpoint the buggy code.

Cause bisection has been deployed in industrial testing systems
for years, like cause bisection in syzbot [10] and OSSFuzz [9]. Un-
fortunately, it is unclear whether the cause bisection is effective
enough in the real world. First, the correctness is questionable. Some
developers complain they are misled by current techniques [7, 8].
Second, the impact of cause bisection on bug fixing has not been
studied. Nobody knows whether it can significantly benefit bug
fixing under the blooming of bug reports. These two problems make
it unclear whether we should put more effort into improving the
current cause bisection and how to improve it.

To our knowledge, the only measurement of the industrial cause
bisection [1], i.e., the cause bisection of Syzbot [5] for Linux kernel,
involves 118 bugs discovered before March 2019. However, this
study is still limited. First, the study only shows coarse-grained
observations that are not systematic, which hardly helps to further
improve the techniques, since the measurement relies on manual
analyses on a few of the sampled cases. Second, this study does not
discuss the influence of cause bisection on the bug-fixing practice,
which we think is very important to comprehend the real-world
impact of cause bisection.

Although the study mentioned above is limited, it inspires us
to take Syzbot’s cause bisection as an evaluation target. First, the
Linux kernel is complex enough, whose bugs contain various kinds,
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on which the cause bisection can be comprehensively evaluated.
Second, a large number of kernel bugs have been analyzed by
Syzbot’s cause bisection, to be specific, 2,305, of which 1,359 have
been marked at least one bug-inducing commit by developers until
March 29, 2023. This provides a large-scale dataset. Thus, Syzbot’s
cause bisection is an ideal research target for evaluating the perfor-
mance and impact of industrial cause bisection.

In this paper, we perform a large-scale empirical study of Syzbot’s
cause bisection system. The purpose is to understand the perfor-
mance, reveal the limitations, and comprehend the impact when
cause bisection is applied in the industrial scenario. We intend to
answer three research questions: (1) how effective and efficient
the cause bisection is; (2) what the major causes of the failures are
in cause bisection; (3) how cause bisection facilitates bug fixing.
Based on the findings, we further discuss possible improvements
and research directions in the future.

To be specific, we first construct a dataset of real-world bug
reports on the Linux kernel. For each bug report, we collect the
bisection results provided by Syzbot and find the “ground-truth”
commit it should be. Then, we analyze the failures of cause bi-
section by reviewing the bisection log. Combining the ground
truth, we categorize and count the causes of bisection failures.
Next, we perform a statistical analysis to study the relationship
between cause bisection results and bug fixing, showing its signif-
icant influence on bug-fixing progress, which indicates that it is
valuable to further improve the cause bisection. Based on the find-
ings, we discuss the potential improvements of the current version
of cause bisection. Our artifacts and dataset are publicly available
at https://github.com/seclab-fudan/SyzbotCauseBisectionStudy.
Contributions. The major contributions and findings are summa-
rized below:

• Large-scale Dataset. We construct a dataset containing 1,070 bug
reports of the real-world Linux kernel with ground truth. To
our knowledge, it is the largest dataset to study a real-world
industrial cause bisection practice to date.
• Empirical Evaluation. We find that only one-third of cause bisec-
tion results are correct and reveal the most significant causes of
failures are unstable bug reproduction and unreliable bug triage
that leads to more than 80% of the failures, and should be the
most important issues to be addressed in the future.
• Impact Comprehension. We confirm the significant impact of
cause bisection in the real-world bug-fixing practice, showing
the prospects of cause bisection. Specifically, we discover that
a correct cause bisection will help report the bug to a proper
fixer, indicating the bug-fixing location, and finally decrease the
bug-fixing time.
• Promising Directions. Based on our findings, we hope to shed light
on the future research of real-world cause bisection. We discuss
the potential improvements both for the bisection algorithm and
the software testing techniques.

2 BACKGROUND
We first introduce the common methods of locating bug-inducing
commits, and then give a brief introduction to Syzbot, an industrial
kernel fuzzing system, especially explaining how Syzbot works to
locate bug-inducing commits and interacts with developers.

2.1 Methods of Locating Bug-inducing Commits
Locating bug-inducing commits can facilitate the bug-fixing progress.
Here are some popular methods that locate bug-inducing commits.

Patch-based Methods [19, 51, 54]. Such methods find the most
recent commits that modify the patch-related code. These commits
are thought to be bug-inducing commits. However, the availability
of a patch is the prerequisite. So patch-based methods cannot be
applied to zero-day bugs.

Information-retrieving-based Methods [23, 27, 46, 59, 61].
These methods extract useful information from bug reports. They
use such information as quires to retrieve the most related code
commits through lexical similarity or language models. Thus, the
performance of information-retrieving-based methods is affected
by the quality of bug reports. In the real world, the quality of bug
reports cannot be always guaranteed, which limits the large-scale
application of information-retrieving-based methods.

Fault-localization-based Methods [15, 16]. These methods
leverage the power of fault localization [60] to pinpoint a small code
slice that is highly related to the root cause of the bug. Then they use
the code slice to find which commit most recently introduces the
code slice. Fault-localization-based methods usually need a set of
failure inputs to precisely locate the root-cause code slice. However,
the set of failure inputs is not always available in the real world.

Compared to these methods, bisection-basedmethods is much
more preferred in real-world industrial scenarios since the indus-
trial system prefers simpler techniques (meaning more robustness)
and fewer restrictions (meaning more scalability). Although plenty
of methods have been proposed by the research community, we
think it is still necessary to evaluate and comprehend the currently
running method, i.e. the cause bisection.

2.2 Cause Bisection in Syzbot
Syzbot is an industrial continuous fuzzing system for the Linux
kernel. And cause bisection is a mechanism provided by Syzbot
to facilitate bug fixing. The goal of cause bisection is to find the
commit that introduces the fuzzing-discovered bug, called bug-
inducing commit. The insight behind the cause bisection is that a
bug is usually established by certain bug-inducing commits, and
if the kernel contains the bug-inducing commits, the PoC found
by fuzzing should trigger the bug, otherwise it should not. Thus,
cause bisection uses the fuzzer-found PoC to test the kernel to find
out the bug-inducing commit. The phenomenon of whether the
bug has been triggered is usually a kernel crash caused by a kernel
panic, KASAN report, or some other predefined assertions.

Therefore, for a certain version of the kernel, cause bisection
could speculate the existence of the bug-inducing commits by ex-
ecuting the fuzzer-found PoC and monitoring whether a crash
happens. Using an iterative search on major release versions, cause
bisection first determines the version range where the bug-inducing
commit is located. Within this range, cause bisection leverages a
binary search algorithm to find out the exact bug-inducing commits.
The whole procedure is depicted in Figure 1.

Cause bisection consists of three stages: reproduction confirma-
tion, version-level iteration, and commit-level bisection:

2.2.1 Stage A: Reproduction Confirmation. When a bug is found
by fuzzing, the bug report usually contains a crash commit and
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Figure 1: Overview of Cause Bisection in Syzbot. A: runs the fuzzer-found PoC to make sure the bug can be reproduced. B:
reversely tests the release versions. C: performs the bisection in a certain range until the bug-inducing commit is found.

a PoC. Cause bisection will first skip the crashes that are not able
to reproduce on the crash commit with the PoC since the Syzbot
cannot determine the existence of the non-reproducible bugs in the
next steps.

2.2.2 Stage B: Version-level Iteration. Once a bug is successfully
reproduced on the crash commit, cause bisection takes this commit
as the beginning of the subsequent tests. First, Syzbot locates the
latest release version before the crash commit. From the latest
release version before the crash commit, Syzbot reversely iterates all
the release versions, i.e., from the latest to the oldest, and executes
the PoC on them. If the kernel crashes, it means that the bug exists
in the corresponding version. When a non-crash version next to a
crash version is found, the bug-inducing commit should lay between
these two versions.

2.2.3 Stage C: Commit-level Bisection. After the version range of
the bug-inducing commit is confirmed, cause bisection performs a
binary search between the first commit of the non-crash version
and the last commit of the crash version. To be specific, the cause
bisection will test the commit in the middle of the range. If the bug
can be reproduced, the range will shrink to the left side, i.e., the
bug-inducing commit should be in the predecessors of the middle
commit, and vice versa. Cause bisection repeats this procedure
until the PoC crashes on a certain commit but does not crash on the
previous one. This certain commit is thought to be a bug-inducing
commit. Sometimes the cause bisection may fail to determine the
bug existence for all the commits within a certain range. In this
case, a set containing all the commits in this range will be outputted
rather than a single commit. For convenience, in the rest of this
paper, we uniformly use the term result commit(s) representing
the commit or the set of commits outputted by cause bisection.

2.3 Interaction between Syzbot and Developers
When a bug is found during fuzzing, Syzbot will report the bug
to kernel developers. First, it extracts the source file involved in
the crash report, finds the corresponding maintainers, and sends
the bug reports to these maintainers. If the bug has a PoC that
can reproduce it, the cause bisection will start. The result of cause
bisection usually contains one or a set of possible bug-inducing
commit(s) and a cause bisection log. The above information will
be sent to the developer whose mail address is recorded in the
bug-inducing commit(s).

The information in the result commits would facilitate the bug
fixing in several ways. First, Syzbot sends the result commits and
bisection log to the mailing addresses recorded in these commits. It
helps to find a proper developer who is familiar with the relevant
program logic to analyze and fix the bug, since the developers
recorded in the result commits might be more familiar with the
bug-related functionalities than other developers. Second, the bug-
inducing commit is a clue to comprehend the root cause of the bug.
The developers could rapidly understand the mechanism of the bug
by reviewing the code changes in the bug-inducing commit. As a
result, the bug-fixing progress would be largely facilitated, i.e., the
bug-fixing time is shortened.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
We aim to perform a comprehensive evaluation of the cause bisec-
tion system of Syzbot to understand its performance, limitations,
and value in practice. Specifically, we study the following research
questions.

RQ1: How effective and efficient the cause bisection is.
Bisection has proven to be effective under ideal circumstances.
However, since some key assumptions like accurate bug existence
testing do not hold in the real world, cause bisection is not as
effective as expected. In addition, there is lots of negative feedback
from developers like [7, 8]. In a word, the performance of cause
bisection has not been clearly understood since its birth, motivating
us to investigate whether cause bisection works well in practice.

RQ2: What the major causes of the failures in cause bisec-
tion are.We are curious under which circumstances the theoreti-
cally effective bisection algorithm may fail and why it fails under
real-world noises. Therefore, we aim to perform a deep analysis of
the failure cases to reveal the technical limitation of current cause
bisection in the real world. Such analysis also guides us on how to
make improvements to cause bisection practices in the future.

RQ3: How the cause bisection facilitates the bug fixing. Al-
though the cause bisection has been running for years, it is unclear
whether it helps the real-world bug-fixing practice significantly. An-
swering this question would benefit future research on automatic
debugging. If cause bisection promotes the bug-fixing practice sig-
nificantly, it would be worthwhile to make further improvements.
Otherwise, it is considerable to turn to other techniques.

RQ4: How we can improve the real-world cause bisection
practice. The final goal of our study is to indicate the possible
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Figure 2: Relationships among RQs.

improvements of real-world cause bisection practice. So, we dis-
cuss the possible future directions according to our findings from
multiple perspectives of cause bisection.

The overall workflow of our study is shown in Figure 2. To this
end, we first construct a large-scale dataset of cause bisection results,
which will be introduced in §4. Then, in §5, we perform analysis
on the large-scale dataset to answer RQ1. In §6, we answer RQ2
by mining the failure cases (i.e., No output & Incorrect). Further,
we answer RQ3 in terms of incorrect results and correct results in
§7. Finally, in §8, we discuss possible improvements in real-world
cause bisection practice based on our findings.

4 DATASET CONSTRUCTION
To answer the three research questions proposed in §3, we need
to gather detailed information about cause bisection, including its
output and the analysis process. In addition to cause bisection infor-
mation, to determine whether the output result commit is correct
(effectiveness in RQ1), we need to identify the real bug-inducing
commit, i.e., ground-truth commit for each bug. Fortunately, the
output of cause bisection, as well as the analysis log, is publicly
available from Syzbot dashboard [11]. In the following, we will
introduce the data collection and ground truth construction.

4.1 Data Collection
Until March 29, 2023, Syzbot has disclosed 5,452 valid kernel bugs
on the “Linux” track [12]. However, not all of them are processed
with cause bisection, since some bugs do not have a reproducible
PoC. So, we filter out the bugs that are not processed by cause
bisection and get 2,305 valid bugs for our study. For each bug, we
extract useful information from cause bisection logs.

A typical bisection log is shown in Figure 3, which consists of
the input crash commit, the run logs for three stages (stage A, B,
and C introduced in §2), and the summary of cause bisection result.
For each stage, the log records the tested commit or version and
the test result. Once the cause bisection locates a result commit, the
result commit information (e.g., commit ID and commit message)
and the total elapsed time is recorded as the result summary. If
any step goes wrong during cause bisection, the result summary
records the error message instead of the result commit information.
Given a bisection log, we first fetch the input crash commit from
the head of the log and extract the result commit or error message
from the result summary. Then we locate the log for each stage
by matching the keywords such as “testing release” and “git bisect
start”, and extract the tested commits and test results for each stage.

bisecting cause commit starting from 7ae77150
testing commit 7ae77150
all runs: crashed: KASAN: use-after-free Write in ...
testing release v5.7
all runs: crashed: KASAN: use-after-free Write in ...
testing release v5.6
all runs: OK
# git bisect start v5.7 v5.6
testing commit 50a5de89
all runs: OK
# git bisect good 50a5de89

testing commit 76313c70
run #4: crashed: general protection fault in ...
# git bisect bad 76313c70

76313c70c is the first bad commit
revisions tested: 17, total time: 3h49m38.236199196s 
(build: 1h45m37.563549345s, test: 2h2m45.921491052s)

bisecting cause commit starting from 7ae77150
testing commit 7ae77150
all runs: crashed: KASAN: use-after-free Write in ...
testing release v5.7
all runs: crashed: KASAN: use-after-free Write in ...
testing release v5.6
all runs: OK
# git bisect start v5.7 v5.6
testing commit 50a5de89
all runs: OK
# git bisect good 50a5de89

testing commit 76313c70
run #4: crashed: general protection fault in ...
# git bisect bad 76313c70

76313c70c is the first bad commit
revisions tested: 17, total time: 3h49m38.236199196s 
(build: 1h45m37.563549345s, test: 2h2m45.921491052s)

Stage A

Stage B

Stage C

Figure 3: Example of Cause Bisection Log.

4.2 Ground Truth Construction
To construct the ground truth for cause bisection, we need to locate
the bug-inducing commits for the 2,305 collected bugs. An intuitive
method is to manually analyze each bug and determine the real
bug-inducing commit. However, kernel bug analysis requires a high
level of domain expertise and is very time-consuming. Therefore,
it is infeasible to analyze all the 2,305 bugs manually.

Here we take another approach that is much more practical.
We notice that once a bug is fixed, the developer usually adds a
“Fixes” tag in the patch’s commit message pointing to the commit
that introduces the bug[3], as shown in Figure 4. Based on this
convention, for a given bug, we first locate its patch from the Syzbot
dashboard and extract the commit that the “Fixes” tag points to as
human-labeled bug-inducing commits. If there aremultiple commits
taggedwith “Fixes” in a patch, we take the latest commit. The reason
is that as the latest bug-inducing commit is introduced, the buggy
logic becomes complete and can be triggered with the fuzzer-found
PoC. Thus, the latest bug-inducing commit is the expected output of
the cause bisection because cause bisection finds the bug-inducing
commit according to the triggerability. Since not all bugs collected
are fixed and not all patches contain the “Fixes” tag, we locate the
human-labeled bug-inducing commits for 1,136 of them in the end.

sch_red: fix off-by-one checks in red_check_params()
This fixes following syzbot report:
UBSAN: shift-out-of-bounds in ./include/net/red.h:237:23

Fixes: 8afa10cbe281 ("net_sched: red: Avoid illegal values")
Reported-by: syzbot <syzkaller@googlegroups.com>

sch_red: fix off-ff by-one checks in red_check_params()
This fixes following syzbot report:
UBSAN: shift-out-of-ff bounds in ./include/net/red.h:237:23

Fixes: 8afa10cbe281 ("net_sched: red: Avoid illegal values")
Reported-by: syzbot <syzkaller@googlegroups.com>

Figure 4: Example of the “Fixes” Tag in a Patch’s Commit
Message.

To ensure the credibility of the ground-truth construction, we
further validate the human-labeled bug-inducing commits to filter
incorrect samples introduced by developer mislabeling. In partic-
ular, our validation consists of two heuristic rules, which exploit
the order among the real bug-inducing commit, crash commit, and
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patch commit. (1) The real bug-inducing commit should be in the
predecessors of the crash commit reported by the fuzzer on the
git tree, i.e., the bug-inducing commit should occur earlier than
the commit where the crash is triggered. (2) The real bug-inducing
commit should not be in the successors of the patch commit, i.e., the
bug-inducing commit should not be later than the patch, because
the bug would no longer exist after patching. Applying these two
heuristics, we obtain highly reliable ground truth for 1,070 bugs out
of all the 1,136 bugs with human-labeled bug-inducing commits.

Finally, our dataset contains 1,070 samples (bugs), in which each
data sample has the result commit(s), the ground-truth commit,
and other information about the bisection process. The sampled
bugs are distributed from kernel version 2.6 to 6.3, reflecting the
abundance of our dataset.

5 EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY (RQ1)
For effectiveness, we evaluate whether the cause bisection provides
a valid result commit and whether the provided commit is correct.
For efficiency, we evaluate the time of the cause bisection and the
number of tested commits.

5.1 Effectiveness
To evaluate the effectiveness, we sort the bisection results into three
categories.
• Correct. The process of cause bisection finishes without any error
and outputs at least one result commit. If the result commit is a
single commit, it should be the same as the ground-truth commit.
Otherwise, the set of result commits should include the ground-
truth commit.
• Incorrect. The process of cause bisection finishes without any
error. But the result commit is different from the ground-truth
commit or the set of result commits does not contain the ground-
truth commit.
• No Output. The process of cause bisection exits in the middle for
some reason, resulting in the cause bisection outputting no result
commit.
The ratio of each kind of result is shown in the third to the fifth

column in Table 1, which reflects the overall effectiveness of cause
bisection. Cause bisection fails to provide any result commit for 25%
bugs. For the remaining 75% bugs, cause bisection outputs at least
one result commit, in which 71.8% of the results contain exactly one
commit, while 3.2% contain multiple commits (median: 5). In these
cases, cause bisection only finds the correct bug-inducing commit
for 34% of the bugs, while the others are incorrect. In short, cause
bisection is only able to find the correct bug-inducing commit for
one-third of the bugs in our dataset. It seems that the cause bisection
is not effective enough in the real world, which may confuse the
developer who is going to fix the bug.

Finding 1: Cause bisection only finds the correct bug-inducing
commit for one-third of the bugs in our dataset, showing its
limited effectiveness in the real world.

5.2 Efficiency
We directly use the time recorded in the bisection log to evaluate
the efficiency of cause bisection. From the bisection log, we extract

Table 1: Overall Performance of Cause Bisection.
#Bugs=Number of bugs. #NO=no-output. #CR=correct.
#IN=incorrect. #Avg.V=average number of tested versions.
#Avg.C=average number of tested commits. #Avg.T=average
time for single bug: Build=average kernel building time.
Test=average testing time. Total=average total time.

Version #Bugs
Effectiveness Efficiency

#NO #CR #IN #Avg.V #Avg.C
#Avg.T

Build Test Total

v6.0-v6.3 102
56

(55%)
24

(24%)
22
(22)

6.40 13.55 3.34h 2.57h 5.91h

v5.0-v5.19 932
204
(22%)

331
(36%)

397
(43%)

5.28 16.45 2.20h 2.68h 4.88h

v4.16-v4.20 36
8

(22%)
9

(25%)
19

(53%)
8.25 11.64 1.48h 2.49h 3.97h

Total 1,070
268
(25%)

364
(34%)

438
(41%)

5.49 16.01 2.28h 2.66h 4.95h

the number of testing commits and total time elapsed according
to the keywords “revisions tested” and “total time”. Furthermore,
we extract the time of kernel building and testing respectively
according to the keywords “build:” and “test:”. We calculate the
average versions iterated in stage B, the average commits bisected
in stage C, and the average time the cause bisection takes. These
results are shown in the last five columns in Table 1. The average
time of cause bisection is 4.95h, while 70.09% cases are finished
within the average time. About 46.06% time is spent on kernel
building, while the remaining is spent on testing. To test a single
commit, it takes on average 13.20 minutes.

We further investigate why some cases spend much more time.
The data in Table 1 reflect that the time cost is higher related to
the number of tested commits rather than the number of tested
versions, indicating that the most of time is spent in stage C. The-
oretically, the expected number of tests in a bisection algorithm
is 𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑛 in which the 𝑛 represents the number of commits in the
bisection range. However, for the cases whose time is beyond the
average, we compare the actual number of their tested commits
against the expected and observe that they perform 30.38 tests on
average, 2.19 times of the expected number (13.90). Through an-
alyzing their bisection logs, we find that these cases often meet
compilation errors and boot failures in stage C, which compels
the cause bisection to try more commits in stage C to isolate the
bug-inducing commit.

Finding 2: The compilation errors and boot failures waste a lot
of time during cause bisection.

6 FAILURE CAUSE ANALYSIS (RQ2)
The failure of cause bisection includes two different kinds: incorrect
and no-output. We try to dig out the causes behind these failures.

6.1 Methodology
6.1.1 Conjecture of Failure Causes. To investigate the possible
reasons why cause bisection fails, we review the design of cause
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bisection. The whole cause bisection can be divided into three dif-
ferent layers: algorithm, technique, and configuration layer. The
algorithm layer is the top layer, i.e., the binary search algorithm.
The technique layer is the middle layer containing the specific tech-
niques relied on by the algorithm to determine the bug’s existence
on a certain version, like kernel compilation and bug reproduc-
tion. The configuration layer is the bottom layer, including the
hyperparameters controlling the algorithmic behavior.

Following this framework, we sort the possible failure reasons
into categories. Since the algorithm layer contains only a provable
binary search, it is always reliable when the bug’s existence is cor-
rectly evaluated. So, the failure comes from the other two layers.
We named the failure causes from the technique layer as unreliable
techniques (T), and from the configuration layer as restrictive con-
figuration (C). The possible causes are organized in the Table 2 and
we will introduce them in the following text.

Unreliable Techniques. In stage A, the cause bisection tries to
confirm the reproducibility of the bug. So the only issue that may
lead to a failure in this stage is that the bug is not reproduced. There
are two possible reasons. First, the kernel itself is not successfully
built or booted, which we call unreliable kernel setup (T1). This
may due to the environment or dependencies are not properly
configured. Second, the kernel is ready but the PoC cannot trigger
the bug, which we call unstable bug reproduction (T2). Once stage A
fails due to T1 or T2, the cause bisection thinks the bug can not be
reproduced. As reproducibility is the prerequisite, cause bisection
would exit with no output.

In stage B and stage C, the cause bisection tests the versions
and commits of the kernel to locate the first version or commit
that introduces the bug. The criteria for the bug’s existence is
whether the bug could be reproduced. However, reproducibility
does not always reflect the bug’s existence. First, the bug may
exist but it is not triggered during testing, which is unstable bug
reproduction (T2). The reason is complex and we provide a detailed
analysis in §6.2.1. Second, the bug does not exist but a crash still
happens. The reasons might be the triggering of irrelevant bugs but
cause bisection does not recognize them, which we call inaccurate
bug triage (T3). Under these situations, the cause bisection would
misjudge the bug’s existence and finally locate an incorrect result
commit. Unreliable kernel setup (T1)will not directly lead to a failure
in stages B and C, because cause bisection will skip these kernels
and choose another one.

Restrictive Configuration. We notice that the developers also
introduce restrictive mechanisms to stop the cause bisection in
the middle. First, the total testing time is unpredictable because
the number of tests may fluctuate greatly. So, the developers limit
the running time of cause bisection to eight hours. If the running
time limit is reached, the cause bisection will exit with no output.
Second, the setup of the outdated kernel would easily fail, since the
outdated kernel usually needs a different compiling and running
environment from today. Thus, the developers make the cause
bisection stop at version 4.6 even if the bug-inducing version is
still undetermined after testing version 4.6. Once the release version
limit is reached, the cause bisection will also exit with no output.

6.1.2 Statistical Analysis of Failure Causes. To quantitatively eval-
uate the significance of failure reasons, we count the percentage

Table 2: Possible Failure Causes

Reason Stage Consequence

C1 - Running Time Limit B, C No Output
C2 - Release Version Limit B No Output
T1 - Unreliable Kernel Setup A No Output
T2 - Unstable Bug Reproduction A No Output
T2 - Unstable Bug Reproduction B, C Incorrect
T3 - Inaccurate Bug Triage B, C Incorrect

of different causes by analyzing the cause bisection log for all the
incorrect and no-output cases in our dataset, with the help of the
ground-truth commits. We check whether the test on each commit
in the bisection log derives a correct result. We only consider the
first error that the cause bisection’s judgment of the bug’s existence
is inconsistent with what it should be because studying the first
error is enough to comprehend why the cause bisection fails since
the nature of the bisection algorithm: the subsequent results after
the first error are no longer reliable.

We design the Algorithm 1 to find the first error in the bisec-
tion log. In lines 1 to 4, we extract the crash commit from the
bisection log (GetCrashCommit) and check whether there is any
record indicating the kernel is not successfully built and booted
(SetupKernelFailed). If so, the failure cause should be T1. In lines
5 to 19, we orderly examine whether an intermediate test gives
an incorrect result. We extract all the tested commits from the log
(GetTestedCommits). For a certain test, we determine the bug’s ex-
istence using the ground-truth commit in our dataset. If the current
commit to test is one of the post dominators of the ground-truth
commit on the git tree, it means that the tested kernel includes the
ground-truth commit and of course the bug, otherwise, the bug
does not exist (lines 7-11). Then we infer which kind of error occurs.
If the bug exists but the crash does not happen according to the
log (GetReproduceResult), the cause should be T2 (lines 13-15). If
the bug does not exist but it crashes actually, the cause should be
T3 (lines 16-18). At last, if a timeout occurs or the version limit is
reached, the cause should be C1 or C2. At last, we get the stage of
the first erroneous test (GetStage) since the stage can be inferred
from the log (Figure 3).

6.2 Results
The statistical results are demonstrated in Table 3. The most signif-
icant reason is T2, i.e., unstable bug reproduction, which accounts
for 50% of the failures. The second significant reason is T3, inac-
curate bug triage, accounting for 30.2%. These two reasons lead
to more than 80% failures in total. The hyper-parameter limit, i.e.,
C1, C2, contributes to about 17% of failures. It is worth noting that,
although we think T2 and T3 would not cause no-output in stages
B and C, the data in Table 3 imply that they actually include no-
output cases since the number of cases failing because of T2 and
T3 in stages B and C (508) exceeds the number of incorrect cases
(438). We will discuss this inconsistency in §9.
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Algorithm 1: Failure Cause Analysis.
Input: The ground-truth commit 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑔𝑡 and the cause

bisection log 𝑙𝑜𝑔.
Output: The stage 𝑠 where cause bisection makes the first

mistake and the cause 𝑐 of this mistake.

1 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ ← GetCrashCommit(𝑙𝑜𝑔);
2 if SetupKernelFailed(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ) then
3 return 𝑠 ← GetStage(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ , 𝑙𝑜𝑔), 𝑐 ← T1;
4 end

5 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 ← GetTestedCommits(𝑙𝑜𝑔);
6 for 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡 in 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 do
7 𝑔𝑡 ← whether 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡 ∈ PostDominators(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑔𝑡 );
8 status← GetReproduceResult(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡 , 𝑙𝑜𝑔);
9 if 𝑔𝑡 == 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 and 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 == 𝑛𝑜𝑡𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ then
10 return 𝑠 ← GetStage(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡 , 𝑙𝑜𝑔), 𝑐 ← T2;
11 end
12 if 𝑔𝑡 == 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 and 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 == 𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ then
13 return 𝑠 ← GetStage(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡 , 𝑙𝑜𝑔), 𝑐 ← T3;
14 end
15 end

16 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 ← GetLastCommit(𝑙𝑜𝑔);
17 if Timeout(𝑙𝑜𝑔) then
18 return 𝑠 ← GetStage(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 , 𝑙𝑜𝑔), 𝑐 ← C1;
19 end
20 if ReachVersionLimit(𝑙𝑜𝑔) then
21 return 𝑠 ← GetStage(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 , 𝑙𝑜𝑔), 𝑐 ← C2;
22 end

Table 3: Breakdown of the First Failure Causes. The number
in the table is the number of cases belonging to each category.

Stage
Cause

C1 C2 T1 T2 T3

Stage A - - 20 (2.8%) 58 (8.2%) -
Stage B 13 (1.8%)86 (12.2%) - 241 (34.1%) 94 (13.3%)
Stage C 21 (3.0%) - - 54 (7.6%) 119 (16.9%)

All Stages 34 (4.8%)86 (12.2%)20 (2.8%)353 (50.0%)213 (30.2%)

6.2.1 Analysis of T2 - Unstable Bug Reproduction. According to the
result in Table 3, problem T2 influences all three stages. In stage
A/B/C, the percentages of T2 are respectively 8.2%, 34.1%, and 7.6%.

In stage A, the cause bisection fails to reproduce the bug so it
takes the bug as invalid and exits with no output. To increasingly
understand the reason, we randomly sample 10 cases out of the 58
cases and investigate the root cause of the failure manually. We
find that five of them are due to the nature of the bug, in which
four involve race conditions, and one is probabilistically triggered
because it relies on uncontrollable stack content. The rest of them
are due to the difference in the compiler used in fuzzing and bisect-
ing, in which for four cases the compiler used in bisecting does not
support KASAN so the bug is not observed, and for the remaining
one case the compiler optimizes out the buggy path.

In stages B and C, the failure of reproduction means that cause
bisection does not observe a bug behavior on a bug-existing kernel.

To understand the underlying root causes, we randomly sample 10
cases 1 out of all the 241 cases in stage B and 10 cases out of all the
54 cases in stage C (20 cases in total). Different from stage A, each
bug has at least one reproducible commit, i.e., the starting commit
of bisection. Thus, we compare the kernel behavior when the bug
is reproduced or not to study why the PoC cannot trigger a bug
behavior on a bug-existing kernel.

We find that twelve cases involve race conditions. The rest are
due to the kernel changes. Among them, four cases are due to the
lack of necessary configuration options on the commit being tested,
because the kernel has changed a lot from the tested commit to
the crash commit and the configuration for the crash commit does
not enable the PoC’s bug-triggering logic on the tested commit.
The remaining four cases are due to the PoC for the crash commit
cannot be directly applied on the tested commit because the logic
or path constraints to trigger the bug have changed.

Finding 3: Unstable bug reproduction is one of the major causes
of the failure of cause bisection. We observe the reasons include
race conditions, compiler differences, and kernel changes.

6.2.2 Analysis of T3 - Inaccurate Bug Triage. In our dataset, 30.2% of
failures are due to the inaccurate bug triage, i.e., the cause bisection
fails to determine whether the reproduced bug is the same as the
original bug. We review the implementation of the cause bisection
and find that cause bisection simply regards any reproduced bug
as the same bug found by fuzzing without any checking.

To confirm that the T3 is indeed caused by irrelevant bugs, we try
to reproduce the phenomenon that a crash occurs on the bug-free
commit. Among all the 213 cases, the phenomenon is reproduced
in 35 cases of them. We use a cross-patching strategy to validate
that the crash triggered on the bug-free commit is irrelevant to the
original bug. For the reproduced crash, we search the crash title
on the Syzbot to determine whether it is a known bug. If so, we
apply the corresponding patch on the bug-free commit and observe
whether it still crashes. There are 17 cases that no longer crash after
we apply the patch, indicating they really trigger the irrelevant
bugs. Oppositely, we can also apply the patch of the original bug
on the bug-free commit. If it still crashes, we can tell they also
trigger the irrelevant bug. Five more cases are confirmed in this
way. For the remaining 13 cases that conflict with the patches or
the reproduced crash cannot be confirmed as a known bug, we
perform manual analysis. Seven are confirmed as irrelevant bugs
and others are unsure. In short, we believe that at least 29 out of
35 cases (83%) fail because of triggering an irrelevant bug, which is
the major reason for T3.

Finding 4: Inaccurate bug triage is one of the major causes of the
failure of cause bisection. Themajor reason is that irrelevant bugs
disturb the cause bisection’s judgment of the bug’s existence.

6.2.3 Analysis of C1 and C2 - Hyperparameter Limit. The time limit
brings about 4.8% of failures and the version limit brings about 12.2%
of failures. Firstly, We investigate C1. We sample 10 cases out of
1Manual analysis in this section is performed by two kernel developers with more than
three-year experience. Every case is examined by both two developers. No divergence
appears to the analyzing results. Due to the expensive cost of manual analysis, we
only sample a few of bugs for analysis. Possible threats are discussed in §9.3.
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the 34 cases, prolong the time limit to 72 hours and observe the
cause bisection result. After 72 hours, all 10 cases finish. The av-
erage running time is 19.0 hours, while the longest is 41.4 hours.
Among them, six cases give a correct result. We further investigate
the reason why these cases need longer time. Reviewing the cause
bisection log, we find that for these cases, the tests on middle com-
mits for bisection in stage C often fails due to T1, making the cause
bisection frequently re-selects the middle commit and performs
plenty of extra tests. For the remaining cases, one fails because of
unstable reproduction (T2). Three fail because of inaccurate bug
triage (T3). Although prolonging the time limit could increase the
success rate, failures still occur due to technical issues, implying
that the time limit is not the major factor leading to the failure.

As for C2, we random sample 20 out of 86 cases failing with
version limit, we relax the restriction on the version to unlimited
and retry the cause bisection. However, all the cases still fail. Among
them, 4 cases fail because they meet the T2 or T3. The remaining
16 cases fail due to the unsuccessful build or boot on the old Linux
kernel before 3.16. Upon this observation, we speculate that the
main reason cause bisection avoiding analyzing the outdated kernel
is that it is nontrivial to boot these outdated kernels in the modern
environment. Although it is a reasonable design, the cause bisection
may overlook such long-standing bugs which may be occasionally
found but have serious impact [2].

7 HELPFULNESS FOR BUG FIXING (RQ3)
To study how the cause bisection may affect the bug-fixing practice
from various perspectives, we remove the cases in our dataset
whose result of cause bisection has no impact on the bug fixing.
The cases that need to be removed share a common character that
the bug fixing is earlier than when the bug is found by Syzbot,
implying that the bug has been fixed without the help of cause
bisection results. This is because developers also keep auditing
kernel code, making some bugs first found by developers instead of
Syzbot and quickly fixed. After removing such cases, the number of
cases we used in this section is 952 out of 1,070 cases in the whole
dataset. Besides, we show the p-value of the Wilcoxon rank-sum
test [53] that represents the probability of rejecting our conclusion
to validate the significance of statistics.

7.1 Recommendation of Bug-fixing Developer
In practice, it is better to assign the same author of the bug-inducing
commit to fix the bug. A developer familiar with bug-related func-
tionality generally pays less effort to bug fixing than a non-familiar
developer. We study whether the cause bisection result would help
to notify a proper developer, i.e., the result commits include the
author of the patch, which is a kind of fixer recommendation. The
baseline is the notification policy with only crash reports, which
was introduced in §2. The results are shown in Table 4.

First, we find that a correct result of cause bisection would notify
a proper bug-fixing developer more significantly than incorrect
results, with a p-value less than 10−24. If the result of cause bisection
is correct, about 70.5% bugs are notified to the author of the real-
world patch, which is 2.78× chances compared to the incorrect
results. Second, for correct results, we compare the notification
policy of cause bisection and crash report. If only the crash report

Table 4: Effectiveness of Notification under Different Situa-
tions.

Bisection Status #Bugs #Bugs notified
to the patch’s author

Correct Bisection 308 217 (70.45%)
Incorrect Bisection 395 100 (25.32%)

No Bisection (Crash Report) 308 123 (39.93%)

is available, 39.93% of the bugs can be notified properly, 0.43× less
than the cause bisection result, implying that the cause bisection
result is much more effective to recommend a proper developer
than the crash report, with a p-value less than 10−10.

Finding 5: The correct cause bisection result can help to recom-
mend a proper developer to fix the bug.

7.2 Indication of Bug-fixing Location
Intuitively, the patch of a bug might be close to the code introducing
the bug. So we measure the relationship between the modifications
in the result commit and the patch commit. If the code modification
in the bisection’s result commits lies in a close location to the patch
commit, the cause bisection result would help the developers fast
focus on the possible fix location. We evaluate in three granularity,
including the line level, function level, and file level.

Table 5: Relationship between Result Commit and Bug-fixing
Location.

Bisection
result #Bugs #Bugs modify

same line
#Bugs modify
same function

#Bugs modify
same file

Correct 308 176 (57.14%) 250 (81.17%) 280 (90.91%)
Incorrect 395 8 (2.03%) 24 (6.08%) 67 (16.96%)

The results are shown in Table 5. At the line level, about 57% of
the correct result commits modify the same line where the patch
modifies, but incorrect results hardly cover the patch lines. At the
function level, about 81% of the correct result commits modify
the same function in the patch, but the ratio is only 6.08% for
the incorrect results And at the file level, more than 90% of the
correct result commits intersect the patch commit at the same file,
which is the 5.4× probability of the incorrect results. In all three
granularity, the chance of the code modification of correct result
commits colliding with the patch exceeds the chance of incorrect
results by a large margin. Thus, we conclude that a correct cause
bisection result significantly shares a strong relationship with the
patch. The p-value to reject this conclusion for line, function, and
file level are respectively less than 10−35, 10−64, 10−62.

Finding 6: The correct cause bisection result can help to indicate
the location for bug fixing.

7.3 Impact on Bug-fixing Time
At last, we explore the potential impact of cause bisection results on
bug-fixing time. The bug-fixing time is calculated by the difference
between the patch application time and the bug-reporting time. We
count the average bug-fixing time by the quantile respectively for
the correct, incorrect, and no-output cause bisection results. The
statistics are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6: Impact on Bug-fixing Time (day).

Bisection result #Bugs 25% 50% 75% Avg.

No output 249 (26.16%) 5.0 22.0 107.0 114.22
Correct 308 (32.35%) 1.0 5.0 15.0 22.73
Incorrect 395 (41.49%) 3.0 13.0 57.5 88.34

Total 952 3.0 9.0 45.0 73.88

The bug-fixing time with a no-output cause bisection is the
longest because the developer cannot get any information and has
to learn the bug from scratch. The average bug-fixing time with
a correct bisection result is 22.73 days, saving about 80% of time
when a cause bisection result is inaccessible and 74% of time when
a cause bisection result is incorrect. Half of the bugs can even be
fixed within five days if they have a correct cause bisection result.

Finding 7: The correct cause bisection result can help to speed
up the bug-fixing practice.

Another interesting observation is that even an incorrect bisec-
tion result would facilitate bug fixing compared to no bisection
results. It implies that improving the stability of the cause bisection
to give a valid result, i.e., providing at least one result commit, is
somewhat meaningful.

The p-value is less than 10−9 to reject the finding that the correct
result brings a shorter fixing time than incorrect results, while less
than 0.01 to reject the finding that the incorrect result brings a
shorter fixing time than no output.

8 OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE WORK (RQ4)
After answering the research questions, we conclude that cause
bisection is quite valuable in real-world debugging practice since it
facilitates the bug fixing progress. Based on the failure reasons we
observed, we discuss the possible improvements.

8.1 Error-tolerant Bisection Algorithm
First, we observe that the intermediate testing results are usually
unreliable. However, the correctness of bisection is based on the
assumption that every testing result should be correct. Thus, a
possible direction is to enhance the cause bisection even if the as-
sumption is broken. In other words, the bisection algorithm should
be tolerant of the inaccuracy of the intermediate testing results.

A topic called Noisy Binary Search has been studied for a long
time [20, 30, 40]. Waeber et al. [56] discuss a probabilistic bisection
algorithm (PBA) proposed by Horstein et al. [34]. The insight is
that although intermediate testing results are not always reliable,
we could still estimate the confidence of the results and use the
confidence to update a probability distribution model to locate the
bug-inducing object, which means even if an error occurs on the in-
termediate testing result, it still has a chance to give a correct result
in the end. Since the noises in the real world are inevitable, com-
bining error-tolerant searching algorithms would be a promising
research direction like [33].

8.2 Better Software Testing
Since the current cause bisection supposes the accuracy of interme-
diate tests, improving the reliability of testing is also a possible way.
According to the evaluation results, we find that the reliability of

bug reproduction affects the bisection progress most significantly.
To be specific, an existing bug may not be stably reproduced, and
an irrelevant bug may be mistaken as the target bug. Besides cause
bisection, bug reproduction is also critical to other security-related
applications, like root cause analysis[25].

Reproduction Stabilization. Even though a bug exists in a
certain version of the software, it may not be stably triggered on
this version. For the kernel bugs in our dataset, the causes mainly
include race conditions, compiling options, and code changes.

(1) For racing (concurrency) bugs, many existing works [18, 24,
35, 37, 47, 58, 62, 63, 65] have explored how to reproduce them.
For example, Musuvathi et al. [47] propose CHESS to determinis-
tically schedule the threads and search for a thread-interleaving
order that may trigger a kernel bug. Aviram et al. [18] design a
special OS kernel to provide a deterministic execution environment.
Jeong et al. [37] leverage virtualization to control and search for a
fine-grained data-racing order to trigger the bug. Huang et al. [36]
analyze the possible memory dependencies according to the exe-
cution log and find a scheduling order to reproduce the bug via
constraint solving. Leesatapornwongsa et al. [42] propose FlakeRe-
pro to reproduce concurrency failures for .NET applications. During
cause bisection, when the PoC looks to be concurrent, these tech-
niques may help stabilize the bug reproduction. (2) For compiling
options, the reproducer should carefully align the settings between
fuzzing and reproducing, to keep the environment as similar as
possible. (3) For the code changes, the technique named PoC migra-
tion may address this problem. Some existing work like [29, 39] can
help adapt the original PoC on a certain version, e.g. the version
for fuzzing, to another version, e.g. the version to confirm the bug’s
existence. If the PoC can be successfully migrated, the existence of
the bug can be confirmed.

Combining Multiple Bug Detection Techniques. Besides
making the testing robust, different techniques rather than test-
ing can be involved to justify the bug’s existence. One possible
approach is static vulnerability detection[43]. The cause bisection
could combine the results of static analysis and dynamic testing to
determine whether the bug exists in a certain software version.

Irrelevant Bug Recognition. The current version of cause
bisection does not check whether the reproduced bug is the same as
the original bug, resulting in false judgment on the bug’s existence.
The identification of the same bugs is non-trivial[31, 38]. Tomitigate
the influence of irrelevant bugs with relatively low overhead, we
suggest utilizing some easily available information to make a simple
verification. When a crash is triggered during cause bisection, the
bug title, crashed object, functions in call trace, etc., can be extracted
to retrieve whether a bug is a known bug. Once a bug is suspected
to be a known bug, cause bisection could automatically apply the
corresponding patch and test again. If it no longer crashes, the
reproduced crash might be a false positive.

9 THREATS TO VALIDITY
9.1 Reliability of Ground Truth
We take the “fixes” tag provided by the developer in a patch as the
ground truth for cause bisection. However, developers may make
mistakes sometimes. Although we introduce heuristics to filter out
some incorrect ground truths, it is impossible to remove all of them.
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This may harm the validity of our conclusion on cause bisection’s
effectiveness. To address this concern, we sample 90 cases from
our dataset and perform manual confirmation. Only four (4.4%) of
them are marked with incorrect ground truth. Although they are
incorrect, we observe that none of them truly mislead our judgment
on the correctness of the bisection result. In the future, we intend
to improve the reliability of the ground truth of our dataset and
study the possible reasons why the developer makes mistakes.

9.2 Consistency of Theoretical Analysis and
Statistics

In our theoretical analysis, the reason T2 and T3 would not lead to
no output in stage B and stage C. However, the number of cases that
fail because of T2 and T3 in stage B and stage C (Table 3) is beyond
the number of incorrect cases, meaning the cases failing because of
T2 and T3 also include some no-output cases. It is due to we only
consider the first error of the bisection process. Although T2 and
T3 would not directly lead to no output, they may combine with
other no-output reasons and finally result in no output. For such
cases, we still think the failing reasons belong to T2 or T3 rather
than a typical no-output reason like timeout because even if they
provide a result commit, it must be wrong. So, the statistical results
are consistent with our theoretical category of failure reasons.

9.3 Significance of Discovered Causes behind T2
In §6, we only sample 30 cases to study the underlying causes of
unstable reproduction because it costs expensive manual effort.
Indeed, this approach may not cover all the possible causes. But
we think we have covered the most significant causes that occupy
more than 20% among all causes. If such a significant cause occurs,
random sampling 30 cases out of 353 cases provide a 99.9% proba-
bility of discovering this cause. Thus, we believe that sampling 30
cases is reasonable without harming the validity of our findings.

9.4 Generalization of Conclusions
Although our study is performed on the Linux kernel, we believe
our conclusions are generalizable to a certain degree. First, the
major issues we found like bug reproducibility [48] and same-bug
identification [31] are the common challenges for various software
testing and bug analysis. Second, some of our constructive propos-
als, e.g. involving probabilistic bisection, are not limited to Syzbot’s
cause bisection. Other industrial cause bisection can also introduce
such methods since they share a similar bisection algorithm.

10 RELATEDWORKS
10.1 Evaluation of Bug-inducing Commit

Localization
In general, there are two kinds of evaluation: (1) academic research
that proposes a new method would evaluate its method with pre-
vious works, and (2) empirical study for a series of algorithms
like VSS [28, 50]. Both kinds of evaluation are just for clean algo-
rithms rather than industrial systems, which would not consider
system preparation like the kernel setup and system setting like
version/time limitation. To the best of our knowledge, the only eval-
uation for an industrial bug-inducing commit localization system is

performed manually with only 118 bugs before March 2019 [1]. We
perform a larger scale and more comprehensive study on a more
recent dataset that aims to draw a systematic image of the current
industrial cause bisection system.

10.2 Research on Factors that Impact Bug-fixing
To improve the bug-fixing practice and better schedule software
releases, it is essential to understand the factors that impact bug-
fixing. Othmane et al. [22] conduct a qualitative study at the SAP
company and identified 65 factors that impact the fixing time of
vulnerabilities Furthermore, Othmane et al. [21] quantitatively in-
vestigate the major factors that impact the time of fixing a given
security issue and propose machine learning models to predict the
fixing time. Zhang et al. [64] examine factors affecting bug-fixing
time from bug reports, source code involved in the fix, and code
changes. Arora et al. [17] study how the vulnerability disclosure
affects patch release time. Different from the above research, we
study the impact of an auxiliary technique for bug fixing, i.e., cause
bisection, in a real-world industrial scenario. A recent study [14]
discusses the factors that shorten the fixing time of fuzzer-exposed
bugs including cause bisection. Our work increasingly studies how
the cause bisection affects bug fixing from various aspects like
bug-fixing indication and developer recommendation.

11 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we comprehensively study the performance, limita-
tions, and impacts of an industrial cause bisection system, i.e., the
cause bisection of Syzbot. First, we build a dataset containing 1,070
bugs from the database of Syzbot, in which we collect the cause bi-
section result and ground-truth bug-inducing commit for each case.
We find that only one-third of the bugs find a correct bug-inducing
commit through case bisection, showing the limited effectiveness
of cause bisection in the real world. The most significant problems
leading to the failure of cause bisection are unstable bug repro-
duction and inaccurate bug triage, resulting in more than 80% of
errors. Moreover, we figure out the cause bisection significantly
facilitates bug-fixing practice, including recommending bug-fixing
developers, indicating bug-fixing locations, and accelerating the
bug-fixing time. At last, we propose possible suggestions that may
improve the performance of the current version of cause bisection
and discuss the promising research directions in the future.
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